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Galerkin Methods for Singular Boundary Value
Problems in One Space Dimension
By Kenneth Eriksson and Vidar Thomée
Abstract. Two Galerkin type piecewise polynomial approximation procedures based on
bilinear forms with different weight functions are analyzed and compared. Optimal order
error estimates are proved and numerical results are presented.

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall discuss Galerkin piecewise polynomial
approximation methods for the singular two-point boundary value problem
(1.1)

Luix)

=-u"ix)--u'ix)

+ qix)uix)=fix),

xe/

= (0,l),

w'(0) = m(1) = 0,
and also for the corresponding time-dependent problem

u,(x,t) + Lu(x, t) = fix, t),

«'(0,0 = "(1.0 = 0,
w(x,0) = vix),

xel,t>0,

t >0,
x e /,

where w, = du/dt and u' = du/dx, and where b is a positive constant, q = qix) is a
bounded nonnegative function, and / and v are given data. We shall always assume
that these problems admit unique solutions which are sufficiently smooth for our
purposes. Note that if u e C2(/) and if / is bounded at zero, then the boundary
condition there is automatically satisfied. In fact, for b > 1 it is easy to see that if
u <=C2((0,1]) and u and/are bounded at zero, then u e Cxif) and w'(0) = 0.
Problems of the form (1.1) and (1.2) arise naturally from spherically symmetric
problems in higher dimensions. For example, if u = m(x) with x = (xv..., x„) is the
solution of the Dirichlet problem

-Am + qu = f in B,
u = 0 on 92?,
where B = 5,(0) is the unit ball in R" and A the Laplacian, and where q and /
depend only on |x|, then u depends only on |x| and, introducing polar coordinates
with x — |x|, one finds that u = uix) is the solution of (1.1) with b = n — 1.
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Also, the problem of finding a bounded solution of

-v" + Q(y)v = F(y),

;e(l,oo),

d(1) = 0,
reduces to (1.1) by means of the transformation of variable y = x'a for a > 0,
giving b = 1 + a, q(x) = a2Qix-a)x-2-2a,

andf(x)

= a2Fix'a)x'2-2a.

We shall consider approximate solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) in the finite dimensional space Sh of continuous functions which vanish at x = 1 and which reduce to
polynomials of degree at most r - 1 on each subinterval I¡ = (x¡_x, x¡) of the
partition of I defined by 0 = x0 < xx < ■■■ < xN = 1. We set h¡ = x, - x,_.,
h = maxlä.,</v/i(, and ß = h~x min,/t,, where the latter quantity measures the uniformity of the partition. Throughout the paper we denote by C various constants
which may depend on b, q, ß, and r, but not on h and the data of (1.1) and (1.2).
We first consider the stationary problem (1.1). Writing the differential equation in

the form
- ixbu')'

+ xbqu = xhf,

we find at once that u also solves the variational problem

A(u,<p) = (x»f,<p) Vtpe//1,
where Ai-,- ) denotes the symmetric bilinear form
(1.3)

A(u,q))=j

ixhu'(p' + xhqu<p) dx,

where (•,• ) is the inner product in L2il), and where H1 is the space of all v e
C((0,1]) which vanish at x = 1 and for which xh/2v' e L2. We are therefore led to
pose as a discrete analogue of (1.1) the problem of finding uh G Sh such that

Aiuh,X) = (xbf,x)

Vxe5A.

Using straightforward variational methods, Eisenstat, Schreiber and Schultz [3],
[8] have shown the following weighted norm error estimate for this approximation,
namely
(1.4)

\\xb/2iuh-u)\\*kChr\\xb/2u^\\,

where || • || denotes the norm in L2il) and u(r) the rih derivative of u, and, by a
somewhat more refined analysis, Jespersen [6] was able to derive the uniform error

estimate
(1-5)

\\uh-u\\L^c[ln\}rh'\\u^\\Lx,

where r = 1 if r = 2 and f = 0 if r > 2. For completeness and ease of reference we

shall demonstrate (1.4) in Section 2 below.
Turning to the time-dependent problem (1.2), we take the analogous approach and
propose in Section 3, as a first step towards a complete discretization, the semidiscrete problem to find uh = uhit) e Sh such that

(*%,„ x) + A(uh, x) = {x"f, x) VXg S„, t > 0,
"„(0) = D„,
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where vh G Sh is a suitable approximation of v. Given a basis for Sh this variational
problem reduces to a nonsingular linear system of ordinary differential equations
and therefore admits a unique solution. For the error in the semidiscrete approximation we prove the estimate
(1.6)

\\x>"2iuhit)

- uit))\\^\\x»/2ivh-

v)\\

+ Chrl \\xb/2v(r)\\ + j'\\xb/2u\r)\\ds\

.

Having once obtained (1.4), the proof of (1.6) essentially reduces to a comparison of
uh and the projection üh g Sh of u defined by

Aiuh-u,x)

= 0 VxgS„.

In fact, it can be shown that

\\xb/2iu'h - «Oil = Oihr),
which is one power of h better than one might first expect. This type of superconvergence was used by Wheeler [9] to derive optimal order uniform convergence for the
approximate solution of a nonsingular problem. Using similar arguments we obtain
essentially optimal order uniform convergence for x bounded away from zero, or,
more precisely, for a suitable choice of vh and for a g (0,1),

IMO - "(Ollz.^,1,
< c^{(lnl)Vr,(0lk

+ [j\\xh/2u\r\\2dsyy

For 0 < b < 1 one may, in fact, take a = 0.
However, numerical experiments using the above procedures for both the stationary and the time-dependent problems show a marked loss of accuracy near
x = 0. Since this appears to be caused by the weight xb in the weak formulation of
the problem, we shall consider an alternative approach for b > 1.
We return first to the stationary equation (1.1), which we now write in the form

- ixu')' - (è - 1)«' + xqu = xf,
and observe that u satisfies the variational equation

B(u,x) = (xf,x)

VxeS„,

where B( •, • ) is the nonsymmetric bilinear form

(1.7)

Biu, x) = ixu', x') ~ib-

1)(W, x) + ixqu, X).

For b > 1 we therefore propose the discrete problem to find uh g Sh such that

(1-8)

B(uh,X) = (xf,x)

VXG5A.

Note that for ft = 1 this method coincides with the previous symmetric one. Note
also that 2?(•, • ) is positive and that hence (1.8) admits a unique solution. In fact, for
v * 0 vanishing at x = 1 we have
L _

"I

Biv, v) = ixv', ¡/) + —2~v2i0)

+ ixqv, v) > 0.

A natural norm associated with the above nonsymmetric variational formulation
of the problem and therefore suitable for error estimates would be \\xx/2 ■\\. Instead
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of pursuing an analysis in this norm we shall concentrate on the uniform norm and
devote Section 4 to showing the optimal order estimate
||«, - u\\Lx < Chr\\u"\\Lx.

Turning now to the time-dependent problem, again with b > 1, we shall study in
Section 5 the semidiscrete approximate solution uh = uhit) g Sh defined by

ixuh „ x) + Biuh, x) = ixf, x)

VX g Sh, t > 0,

"a(°) = »*■

We first show that if vh is chosen as the elliptic projection PBv g Sh of v defined by

B(PBo-v,x)

= 0 VxgS„,

then

mo - "(oilm< chr(inl)V2{n»(r)(oik+ Hr)io)wLx+fy.pWijs}.
We then use a smoothing property of the solution operator of the homogeneous
semidiscrete equation to remove the restrictions on vh, and show

IMO - "(Oik < c(lniy^2\\xx/2iPBv

- vh)\\

+ œ{in\^2[ ||«<"(0lk + IK(O(0)ik+ /o'Kr)lk*} ■
In practice our above methods require the evaluation by numerical quadrature of
the coefficients involving q and /. As an example we demonstrate in Section 6, for
the nonsymmetric stationary problem, how quadrature rules may be chosen so as to
retain the convergence properties of the exact semidiscrete solution.
Finally, in Section 7 we show some numerical results from computations on some
test problems.
For other treatments of problems of the type considered here, see, for instance ,[1],
[2], [4], [5], and [7], and references in these.
In addition to the usual Banach spaces Lp = Lpil) with norms || • ||L (|| • || when
p = 2), and the Sobolev spaces Wpkwith norms
/

\\v\\wr\Id\\vU)\\i\
\j*ik

\x/p
I

,

we shall use the piecewise Sobolev norms defined by
IN

\X/P

\M\w^= E IMIfift/,)•
If the domain considered is a subinterval of I, this is specified in the notation. Also,
we denote by H^H, the matrix norm max,Ey|a,y|, where A = (a,;).

2. The Symmetric Method. In this section we shall consider the symmetric
variational problem to find u g Hx such that
(2.1)

A(u,y)=(xbu',y')+

(xbqu,y)

= (xbf,y)

V<pG H1,
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and its discrete analogue to find uh g Sh with

(2.2)

A(uh,x) = {x»f,x)

VXGSA.

Note that since Sh c Hx, it follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that the error uh - u is
orthogonal to Sh with respect to the bilinear form Ai ■,• ), or

(2.3)

Aiuh-u,X)

= 0 VXGS„.

This also defines uh as a projection of u onto Sh.
Assuming that the solution of (2.1) is sufficiently smooth, we shall prove the
following error estimate.
Theorem 1. Let u and uh be the solutions o/(2.1) and (2.2), respectively. Then
\\xb/2(uh - u)\\ < Chr\\xb/2u(r)\\.

Before we proceed to prove this result we state a simple Poincaré- type inequality
and also an approximation property of Sh.
Lemma 1. For a ^ 0,1 < p < oo, d > 0, and functions v with v(d) = 0, we have

11*^11
Mo,<o< d\\xV\\Lp^d).
Proof. We have at once

\x"v(x)\=\xafds-"sV(s)ds
I

< ||*V||Li((W),

Jx

so that by Holder's inequality

II^IImo.") < dl/p\\xav\\Lav.d)< ^"ll^ktw)
< dWx'v'WLjoj),
which is the desired estimate.
Lemma 2. There is a constant C = C(¿>,ß) and for each integer m with 1 < m < r
and each appropriately regular v with vil) = 0 an interpolant v g Sh of v such that
\\xb/2iv'

- v')\\ < Chm-x\\xb/2v(m)\\.

Proof. On the first interval Ix, let v be the polynomial of degree m - 1 determined

by
v<^(xx) = v^ixx),

j = 0,...,m-l.

On the remaining intervals, let v g Pm-Xt(Ii) interpolate v at any m distinct points
including the endpoints. It is well known that for such an interpolant

iK-^k</,)^rvm)ik</,),
so that for i > 1

II^V

- v')\\l2iIi)< xlV*i*?m_2ll*'/2»(")lli2(/l)
^C(b,fi)h2m-2\\Xb/2V^\\2Li(I¡y

Repeated use of Lemma 1 shows the analogous estimate for i = 1. Summation over /
then yields the desired estimate and completes the proof.
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We are now ready to give the
Proof of Theorem 1. With e = uh — u we shall first prove directly from the

variational formulation that
(2.4)

\\xb/2e'\\ < Chr'x\\xb/2u(r)\\,

and then, by a duality argument, that

(2.5)

II**72*'!!
< Ch\\xb/2e'\\.

Together these estimates prove Theorem 1.
By our assumptions on q and by (2.3) we have
\\xb/2e'\\2^Aie,e)

= Aie,u-x)

<C(»7)||xÄ/V||||^/2(M'-X')||

VXGS„,

where we have used Lemma 1 in the last step. In view of Lemma 2 this proves (2.4).
In preparation for the proof of (2.5), note that the space Hx defined in the
introduction may be equipped with the inner product Ai-,- ) and the corresponding
norm to form a Hubert space. By the Riesz representation theorem there is a unique
solution <pG H1 of (the adjoint problem)
(2.6)

A(<p,<P) = (xb<p,e)

VcpGtf1.

Setting <p= e and using (2.3) and Lemma 2, we have for a suitable x

\\x»/2e\\2= A(e,*) = A(e,ï-x)
< C\\xb/2e'\\\\xb/2i<t>'-

X')\\

< C/z||^i,/2e'||||x',/V'||.
It remains then to show that, for some constant C = C(b, q),
(2.7)

||xfc/y'||

< C\\x»/2e\\.

For this purpose we note that the problem corresponding to q = 0,

(2.8)

(x V, *') = (xb<p,g)

VtpGtf1,

has the unique solution

Hx)=fy-bfsbg(s)ds,
Jx

J0

and differentiating twice we obtain

r(x)

= -g(x) + bx-b-xfXsbg(s)ds.

Recalling Hardy's inequality,

rfds\ < 211/11,

n

we find
||xft/2^"|| < Hx^gH + b\\x-x fX(s/x)b/2sb^gds
Jn

< Q\xb/2g\\.

Since (¡>solves the equation (2.8) with g = e - q<t>,we conclude
(2.9)

||xfc/y'||

< C(||x6/2e||

+ ||x"/2<i»||).
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On the other hand, we have at once from Lemma 1 and (2.6) that
||xft/2<¡>||2< A(<p, <f>)= (xb<t>,e) < ||x"/2<i»|| \\xb/2e\\

so that
(2.10)

||x"/2<i.|| < ||x"/2e||.

Together (2.9) and (2.10) complete the proof of (2.7) and hence of the theorem.

3. The Symmetric Method for the Time-Dependent Problem. In this section we
shall consider the semidiscrete parabolic problem
(3.1)

{xhuh,,x)+A(uh,x)

= (xbf,x)

VXGSA,i>0,

"a(0) = i>a,
where again A(-,-) is the symmetric bilinear form defined in (1.3). We shall first
show the following weighted norm estimate.
Theorem 2. Let u and uh be the solutions of (1.2) and (3.1), respectively. Then

\\xb^(uh(t) - «(0)11< ||*6/2K - v)\\
+ Chrl \\xb/2v(r)\\ + j'\\xb/2u\r)\\ds\

.

Proof. We define the elliptic projection PAonto Sh by
(3.2)

A(PAu-u,x)

= 0 VXGS„

and write
"a -«

= ("* - Pa») + iPA» -u)

= 6 + p.

We first note that, by the error estimate of Theorem 1,

(3.3)

ll*6/2p(0ll< Chr\\xb^2u^(t)\\
< Chrl \\xb/2v(r)\\+ f'\\xb/2u\r)\\ds\

.

Combining (3.1) and the corresponding weak form of (1.2) with (3.2), we find for
ieSA that

(3.4)

{x%x)+A(e,x)

= -{xbPl,x)

VXGS„.

With x = 6 this yields
\ jt\\xb/2e\\2 + Aie,o) = -(xbP„e) < ii**/2p,u\\xb'2e\\,
from which we conclude

jt\\xb^2e\\ < iix"/2p,n
and hence, using now Theorem 1 also to estimate p,,

(3.5) ||x6/20(Oll< \\xb/2(vh- Ml

+ f ll*ft/2P,ll
ds

< \\xb/2ivh - v)\\ + Chrl ||x*/Vr)|| + f'\\xb/2u\r)\\ ds\ .
Together (3.3) and (3.5) prove the theorem.
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We shall show now that a similar argument yields a superconvergent weighted
norm estimate for 9' which, together with a maximum norm estimate for the
stationary problem, implies an essentially optimal order uniform error estimate for
(3.1) away from x = 0.

Theorem 3. Let u be the solution o/(l.l) and uh that of (3.1) with vh = PAv. Then
for any a G (0,1) there is a constant Ca such that

where r = 1 if r = 2 and r = 0 if r > 2.
Proof. With the notation of Theorem 2 we have by the maximum norm estimate
(1.5) for the stationary problem

||p(0lk<CAr(m^)Vr)(0lkFurther, by obvious estimates

ll*lk(-4)< ll*1k(«a>
< c(«' *)H**/2*1I.
and hence the appropriate estimate for the latter quantity will complete the proof.

Setting x = 9, in (3.4), we have
ll*»/20,l|2 + \ jtA(0,

9) = - {xbp„ 9,) < \\\xb/29t\\2 + \\\x»/29t\\2,

so that in view of Theorem 1

jtA(9,9) < ||jc6/2p,||2< Ch^Wx^uYW2
and hence by integration, since 0(0) = 0,

||jc*^i'(0ll2<^(*(0.*(0)<C»2,/,'||JC»/2«/(,')ll2A.
This completes the proof.
Remark. For 0 < b < 1 we may take a = 0 in Theorem 3 and thus obtain
(essentially) optimal order global uniform convergence of the approximate solution.

4. The Nonsymmetric Method. For b > 1 we shall now analyze the approximate
solution in Sh of the stationary problem (1.1) defined by

(4.1)
B(uh,X) = (xf,x)
VXgSa,
where B( ■,• ) is the nonsymmetric bilinear form
B(v,w)

- (xv',w')

- (b - l)(i/,w)

+ ixqv,w).

In view of the corresponding variational equations for the exact solution of (1.1) we
have
(4.2)

Biuh-u,X)

= 0 VXG5A,

and using this we shall devote the rest of this section to the proof of the following
optimal order uniform error estimate.
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Theorem 4. With b > 1, let u be the solutionof (1.1) and uh that of (4.1). Then

II"*- "Ik < ^rll"<0lkThe essential steps in the proof of this theorem are the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4,

II"a- "Ik < CÄK- «IkLemma 4. Let PB be the elliptic projection onto Sh defined by

(4.3)

BiPBv-v,X)

= 0 VX£S,

Then, for v vanishing at x = 1,

llCV)'lk < Cll"1kBefore we prove these lemmas we shall show how the theorem follows.

Proof of Theorem4. Note that, for x G Sh,

"a~ " = pbÍu -x)-

("-

X).

so that, by Lemma 4 and the standard approximation property of Sh,

(4.4)

|K - u'\\Lr < CM ||«' - xlk

« Cft'-1||«<'>||¿tD.

The result now follows by Lemma 3.
We shall now prove Lemmas 3 and 4.
Proof of Lemma 3. Assuming that the maximal error is attained at the point
r e /", we have
Uu -

(u'h - u')ds

/x

u

x¿

* K«*
- «)(*i)i
+ ah«;- «ik»
and it hence suffices to estimate uh - u at the interior mesh points x¡, i = 1,...,
N — 1. For this we shall use the Green's function g = gx vanishing at x = 0 and

x = 1 and satisfying

(4.5)

B(v,g) = v(x,) Vi>g Wl withal) = 0,

or, with ¿5the Dirac delta function,

(4.6)

-xg" + (b-

2)g' + xq(x)g = S(x - x,),

g(0) = g(l) = 0.

We shall show that this problem has a unique solution g such that
N

(4.7)

ll*g"lk= E WWlau < C,
7= 1

where the constant is bounded independently of /' for fixed b and q.
Assuming this for a moment and using (4.2) and Lemma 1, we have

|(wA- u)(Xi)\ = \B(uh-

w,g-x)l

< C||«i - «1k(||*(g' - xOIIl,+ llg- Xlk) VXG Sh.
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We shall prove the following
Proposition 1. There is a constant C = C(/?) and for each appropriately regular v
vanishing at x = 1 an interpolant v G Sh such that
\\xiv' - W)\\Lj+ \\v - v\\Li < Ch\\xv"\\L*.

Clearly, the proposition together with (4.7) completes the proof of Lemma 3.
To prove the proposition, let v be the piecewise linear function which interpolates
v at the points x¡,j = 1,...,N, and which is determined on Ix by the additional
requirement that v"ixx) = v\xx). We then have the standard estimate
P - v]\LiUj)+ hj\\v' - v'\\L¡(lj) < Ch2\\v"\\L¡Ui),

j =1,...,N,

and hence, for all intervals except /,,
(4.8)

\\xiv' - v')\\Li(¡j) + \\v - v\\Li(l) < Ch\\xv"\\Lt(Ij).

In order to show the analogous estimate on Ix we note that, for x g Ix,
/xl

s'xsv"is)ds

< \\xv"\\L(I),

so that

ll^(^-£J')ll/.l(/1)</'ll^"llz.1(/1)Further, since both v — v and its first derivative vanish at xx, we have

\(v-v)(x)\

= \(X\s-x)v"(s)ds
\Jx

vr/'ll
^< IIII-*"
llz.,(/,)'

and hence

Ho-flk(/,)<All^lka,).
which completes the proof of (4.8) for^ = 1. The proposition now follows at once by
summation of (4.8).
It remains to show that (4.5) admits a solution with the properties stated. Recall

that b > 1 and define

yix,y)

\yZj(y-(h~1)-l)xb-1
= { ,

[ö^1-**"1)

fory>x,

lory<x.

In the special case q = 0 the solution of (4.5) is gx = y(-,x,), and the verification of
its regularity properties is straightforward. In the general case we may formulate
(4.5) (or (4.6)) as the integral equation

(4.9)

g + Kg = y(x,xi),

where K is the integral operator defined by

ATcp(x)
= f y(x, y)yq(y)<p(y) dy.
Since y is uniformly bounded and ||y*(J»V)||L is bounded, uniformly in x, it follows
by Arzelà-Ascoli's theorem that A^is compact on C(7). Hence (4.9) admits a unique
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solution in C(/j as a result of the fact that the corresponding homogeneous equation

B(v,<p) = 0 Víjg W^ with i>(0 = 0,
has only the trivial solution, since B(-,- ) is positive. It follows that (/ + K)~x is
bounded on C( Î) so that, in particular,

(4.10)

\\g\\Lx< CIIyII^ = C1"^

< C.

In order to complete the proof we note from (4.6) that

\\xg"\\L>
< C(\\g'\\Li+ \\g\\Li)< CHglk,
and that from (4.9) and (4.10)

llglk < llYlk + WiKg)'\\Ll
< C||y'||Li(1+ \\g\\LJ< C.
This completes the proof of (4.7) and hence of Lemma 3.
We now turn to the
Proof of Lemma 4. We shall prove that for vh = PBv we have

(4.11)

IKIk < CHirll^.

We introduce the principal part of 2?(-, • ),
B0iv, w) = iv', xw' - ib - l)w),

and write (4.3) in the form
(4.12)

B0(vh,X) = BQ(u,x) - {xq(vh-

v),x)

VX G Sh.

We now introduce a basis {<p,¿; i = 1,..., N, k = \,...,r
functions by

{-/.,

— 1} for the trial

for* < xi_x,

i-l)k~lh,iix

- x,)/h,)k

0

forxiW < x < x„

forx, < x,

and set
f.*

Since the derivatives of the <pikare uniformly bounded, we have

IKIk < Cmax|i;rt|,
I, A
and it thus suffices to bound each of the vik appropriately. By (4.12) these
components satisfy
(4.13)

IdVlkB0i<plk,x)
i,k

= B0iv,x)-(xqivh-v),x)

We shall now construct a basis (^,7; / = 1,...,N,
functions such that

(4.14)

VX G Sh.

I = 1,..., r - 1} for the test

B0i<pik,^Jt) = 0 tmi+j,l*k,l<r-l,

such that the matrix Bj = iB0i<pjk,4>j,))is nonsingular, with

(4.15)

\\B~X < C{xjhj)-\
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and finally such that

(4.16)

||x*;,||£i + Uj,\\Li < Cxjhj.

Assuming such a basis {t/Vv} already at our disposal, we observe from (4.14) that the
system (4.13) now splits into one smaller system for each interval L, namely, with (•)
denoting column vectors,

Bjiojk)= K(». *ji) - M «a- o), *ji))Solving for vjkwe obtain, using (4.15) and (4.16),
\vjk\ < \\B-x\\lxmax\Bn(v,

*,,) - {xq(vh - v), ^,)|

< Oc;V™a{llo1kll^;/- (a - l)*y/ll¿,
+ IK - "Ikll^/lk)
<C{\\v'\\Lm + \\vh-v\\LJ.

We now apply Lemma 3 to estimate the last term and obtain

IKIk < cIMk + c*«0*- "Ik < cIKk + ch\K\\Lœ.
Since /z may be considered small, this implies the desired estimate (4.11).
We now turn to the construction of the \¡/¡,. This will be accomplished by a
modification of the <p7in (0, x¡_l), or by setting

ijiix)

= <Pj,ix)+ Yd bjhpq%qix),
p<j

with bji pq suitably chosen. We thus think of j and / as fixed and note at once that
(4.14) automatically holds for i > j since then q>'jkvanishes on the support of \p¡,. We
also note that B0(<pJk,t//7) = B0i<pJk,<pv) and hence, with ( • ,- ) the usual inner
product in Rr~l, and y = "LkT\kyjk,tj = \t\x,..., i)r_i) e R1"1,

(5,1), tj> = B0iy, y) > jxy'2 dx > Cx^Eir2,
tj

k

where we have used a scaling argument and the equivalence of different norms on
Pr^xil) in the last step. In view of the equivalence of different norms on Är_1, we
conclude in particular that (4.15) holds. Now consider the case /' < / in (4.14). By our
definition of t//y/and with the coefficients bpq = bjt pq at our disposal we shall obtain

A>Ui*.-A,-+
L VfyJ =0 for'i <j,
\

p<Ji

1 < k < r - 1.

/I

Rearranging terms and using that Bniyjk, cp ) vanishes forp < i, we write this as

LbiqB0i<plk,<p¡q)= B0Uik,hji
\

Y bPq%q\ for i < j, 1 < k < r - 1.
<<p<j
i

Since the matrices 5, = (¿?0(»pIÄ.,
<p,?)) are invertible, we can solve this system
successively for i = j - l,j - 2,...,1. We have thus proved that the construction of
a basis ( i//7) satisfying (4.14) is indeed possible, and we shall proceed now to prove
also (4.16).
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Since i|/7equals <p7on (xy_,, 1), we have at once

WxVjiWl^xj.uD
+ HjiWl^xj^d < CXjhj,
so it remains to show the appropriate estimate on (0, x _x).
For transparency we shall write \p for \pjt, <pfor <Pj¡,and J for (0, x _t) in the
ensuing computation. We have

IWIk(/)< ll^^ll^wll^^lki/) < CXyll^^lli^,,
and further
!*(*)! =

-hj-p'VWvis)

ds

< A7+ llx-^lk^.JI^Vlkcv)

< hj + {ln(Xj_x/x)) \\xl^'\\Ll(J),

and hence

IWIk/) + IMkcv)« CjcyA7
+ C^llJC^II^,.
It remains to show that
(4.17)

\\xl/2nLlu)

< Chj.

Using the equation of if/and (4.14), we have

B0(t, +) = B0i<p,*) + Y bpMVpv *) = fio(<P,<P).
Since

= lk1/2«Plli2(/)
+ fx<p'<p'dx
+ ^V(O),
and since

c

b —1

Boi<p,<p)= J xy'y'dx + —^—92ÍXj-X),
we obtain

This shows (4.17) and thus completes the proof of Lemma 4.

5. The Nonsymmetric Method for the Time-Dependent Problem. For the case
b > 1 we shall now also consider the semidiscrete problem

(5.1)

(*«A,,»X) + *(«A»X) = (*/,X)

VXGS„,i>0,

«*(0) = "a.
where B(-,- ) is the nonsymmetric bilinear form defined in (1.7). Recalling the
definition of the corresponding elliptic projection PB onto Sh,

(5.2)

BiPBv-v,X)

= 0 VXGS„

we shall first demonstrate the following uniform error estimate.
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Theorem 5. Assume that b > 1, and let u be the solution of (1.2) and uh that of (5.1)
with vh = PBv. Then

IK(0 - «(01k< c(inl)1/2flÍH"(r)(0lk
+ ll«ir)(°)lk
+j[k,r)lk*} •
Proof. We write
uh~ « = ("a - pbu) + iPBu ~u)

= 9 + p,

and recall first that, by Theorem 4,

||p(0lk

< Chr\\u^(t)\\Lx,

so that it only remains to estimate 9. For this we shall show below that, for any
I

(5.3)

1 \J/2

Hxlk« IIX'II/.,
<c(ln-j

llx^xll,

and to complete the proof, we shall apply (5.3) to x = 9 and show that

(5.4)

||x1/20'(Oll
< Chr{ll",(r)(0)lk+ ji'll^lk*}

■

The first inequality of (5.3) is obvious, since x(l) = 0. For the second we have,
using first the equivalence of the L, norms over (0, xx) and (xx/2, xx) for functions
in Sh, and then Schwarz' inequality,
llxlk

< C||x1lil(,l/2,1)<C||x-1/2||i2(jti/2il)||JCV2x1|/.2(xi/24)

<c(ln-j

Hx^x'll.

In order to prove (5.4) we note that by (5.1), its analogue for (1.2), and (5.2)

(5.5)
(x9„x) + Bi9,x) = -ixp„x)
With x = 9 this yields
\\xx/29'\\2< B(0,8) « (Hx^ll

Vx g Sh, t > 0.
+ ||*1'2ft||)||*l'2*||,

and hence, by Lemma 1,
(5.6)

\\xx^29'\\ < H*1/2*?,!!
+ ||xl/2p,||.

Here, from Theorem 4,

(5.7)

||x1/2p,(0ll
S llfc(0lk < Ch\ ll«/<r)(0)lk
+ jy\?\\Lxds) .

In order to estimate the term in 9t, we differentiate (5.5) and set x = 9, to obtain

(x9„, 8,) + B(9t, 9,) = - (xPt„ 9t) for t > 0,
whence

ll^/2^ll^ll^/2»,ll<ll*1/2P«lll|x1/2i?,||,
and

(5.8)

|]*1/20,(O||< ll^1/2o,(0)||+ f||*1/2P„|| ds.
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Since 0(0) = 0, we obtain from (5.5) with x = 0,(0)

\\xx/28,i0)\\2
= - (xp.iO),0,(0))< 11^/^(0)1111^^(0)11,
so that

(5.9)

||x1/20,(O)||
< 11^(0)11^
< C/.ni"ir)(0)lk-

Finally, again by Theorem 4,
(5.10)

¡\\xx/2ptt\\ ds ^ (\\ptl\\LJs < Chr¡'\\u\?\\LJs.

Jn

Jn

Jn

Together, (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10) show (5.4) and thus complete the proof.
In the proof of the above result the discrete initial data had to be chosen as
vh = PBv. We shall now show, using a smoothing property of the discrete solution
operator, that any optimal order initial approximation will produce a discrete
solution which is of essentially optimal order in the uniform norm for t positive.
Theorem 6. Let u and uh be the solutions of (1.2) and (5.1), respectively. Then

II«a(0 - «(Oik < ct-1/2to\\\xl/2iP,p - vh)\\

+ c(ini)1/V{ ||«<'>(0ik+ H".r,(o)lk+/ok(;)llz.>} •
Proof. Let üh(t) be the solution of the semidiscrete problem (5.1) with vh = PBv,
and let tj = üh - uh. Then, in view of (5.3) and Theorem 5, it suffices to show that

IIx^tï'ÎOII < C/-1/2(ln^)1/2||x1/2Tï(0)||,
where tj satisfies the homogeneous equations

(5.11)
(xyt,x) + B(v,x) = 0 VXGS„,i>0.
With x = tj we have

(5.12)

H^/yii2 < B(n, v) = - ixu,, v) < \\xx/\\\ iiy/2,11.

It follows at once from (5.11) that
\jt\\x1/2v\\2

+ B(V,7i) = 0,

and hence

(5.13)

\\xx^(t)\\2 + if'BU tj) ds = Hx^^O)!!2,
•'o

which bounds, in particular, the second factor in (5.12). The proof will be completed

by showingthat

(5.14)

l|x1/27,r(Oll
< a-Hn^i^/Mo)!!.

In the proof of this we shall need the boundedness of B( ■,■) on Sh, or

(5.15)

B(x, ?) = (xX'(D - (b - l)(x', f) + (xqX,?)
<Cln^(x,x)1/2tftt,n1/2

VX,fG5A,
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which followseasily if we note that, by (5.3),

KX'.DI
< llxlkllflk < Cln^llx^x'IHIx^ni.
We now proceed with the proof of (5.14). We have from (5.11)
(5.16)

|('2H*1/2T1,||2)

+ 2t2B(V„ ,,) = 2i||x1/2Tlr||2.

Here, using (5.15),
11*1/2^12 = -Bi7,,Vl)

< CbijBiii,ii)1/2Bii,„ii,)1/2.

Hence
2f||x1/2r,,||2 < 2t2B(V„ríl)

+ c(ln|)

B(i¡,t¡),

so that, by integration of (5.16) and using (5.13),
t2\\xx/\\\2

< c(ln|)2jf'fi(î,,

t,) ds < c(ln^)2||x1/2i?(0)||2.

This completes the proof.
6. Numerical Integration. In this section we shall discuss the computational
solution of the nonsymmetric variational problem for the stationary problem, i.e., the
equations

(6.1)
5(«A,X) = (x/,x)
VXGS,.
With respect to some basis { x7} \ for Sh we may write this system in the form
M

Y U^Boix^Xj) + ixqXi,Xj)) = (*/.X;).
(=i

j-l,...,M.

Except for simple choices of q and /, the terms involving these functions will have to
be approximated by numerical quadrature, and we shall see now how this can be
done so as to maintain the convergence rate of the exact solution of (6.1).
Consider a quadrature formula

Q(v)=

Y^iys)~ilvix)dx

î-i

= I(v),

•'o

with ws > 0 and^ g [0,1] and such that

E(p) = Q(p)-l(p)

= 0 Vp^Pk.

For example, the trapezoidal rule and Simpson's rule are of this form with k = 1
and k = 3, respectively, and so is the Gauss rule with k = 2n - 1, if n is the number
of nodes. For the computation of the terms in q and / we shall employ a composite
scheme using such a quadrature method on each of the intervals /,-, or
N

N

n

ß(») = I A,Ô(i>U-i+ h, ■))= Y h, Y «¥>(*,-!+ h,y,),
i=i
/=i î-i
and define thus the approximate solution üh g Sh by

(6.2)

B(üh, x) = B0iuh, x) + Q(xqühX) = Qixfx)

VX G Sh.
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Since q and the quadrature weights us are all nonnegative, it follows that £>(•, • ) is
positive, so that, in particular, (6.2) admits a unique solution. We shall prove the
following estimate for the error introduced by the quadrature:
Theorem 7. With k^r-2,

b>l

and q g W¿ +3~r, let uh and üh be the solutions

o/(6.1) and Í6.2), respectively.Then

lft - "Alk < CA*+3-'{||/||^+3-r + ||«|V*+3-,}.
Proof. Set 9 = üh - uh and F = f - quh. We shall prove below that
(6.3)

\\9\\Lx< Ch\\9'\\LK+ Chi\\F\\wj.H,

0 </ < * + 1,

and that

(6.4)

\\9'\\L^C\\9\\^

+ CW\\F\\wi.>,

0</<*

+ 2-r.

Since we may consider h small, we deduce from these estimates that

Hoik * Ch^-'WFW**-»-,*
< 0.* +3-{ U/H

+

<■

max

l^s^mm(r-l,k

+ 3-r)

\\ui'>\\Li\ ,
>

where we have also used Lemma 1 and the fact that uh is a piecewise polynomial of
degree at most r — 1. Given j with 1 »=;s < r we have for a suitable interpolant
m g Sh of w, using the first part of (4.4),

ii«;- «ik < k - u'ik + ii"'- «ik
< C||«'- <ni^< Cfc-V'lk.
and since the interpolant may be taken to be a piecewise polynomial of degree at
most s - 1 and since inverse estimates hold, we obtain

ll«Af)ik= IK"*- ó)(i)ik < ch-^-x>\\u'h
- <nk < cn«(,)ikExcept for the verification of (6.3) and (6.4) this completes the proof of the theorem.
For the proof of (6.3) we have first

\\9\\L^

max 10(^)1+AllflU^.

With g = gXj defined as in the proof of Lemma 3 and with g g Sh the piecewise
linear interpolant of g defined by g(x,) = g(x,) for i = 1,..., N and f(xf ) = g'(xf),
we have

0(x,) = B(0, g) = 5(0, g - g) + 5(0, g),
and consequently, by the approximation properties of the interpolant stated in
Proposition 1 of Section 4,

|0(x,)| < CrikHxig'

- f)||Li + \\g- gj|Li}+ \B(9, g)\

^Ch\\9'\\Lx + \B(9,g)\.

It remains to estimate the latter term by the right-hand side of (6.3). We begin by a
bound for f. We have first, using an inverse estimate,

link/,) < C^llflkw < CMl^uo < C||*lk < C\\g'\\Li,
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and hence, using Proposition 1 once more,
iiriiL1<iiriiL,,/1,

+ iif-g'iiz.l(x1.i)

+ iig'ii/.1(,1,i)

^ C(||g1|£i+ ||xg"||£})< C.
Introducing the notation
N

Ë(v) - Y M(«>(*i-i + A,•)) = Q(v) - Iiv),
we have by (6.1) and (6.2)

B(9, g) = Ë(xFg) - Ë(xq9g).
By the assumptions on the quadrature rule Q we have

\E(v)\ = inf \E(v -p)\*iC

inf \\o - p\\^ < C||^>||Lœ,

p^Pk

0 </ < k + 1,

p^Pk

and hence

^»JKcEfcjHxM + ÄiOflk
^CÄ^EM^lkw

o</<a + i.

1=1

Using also the fact that, for piecewise polynomials of degree at most r — 1,
N

E A/ll/»lk</i>
< ^Ik
1= 1
we thus obtain
N

\Ë(xFg)\ < CAJY A,||(xFg)U)||Loo(/í)
i= i
AT

<CA>||F||^.*EAl(||g'lli;ooW
+ l|g|lLoc(//))
i=i
« Cfc>||F||^(||nk + lllj < ChJ\\F\\^,
and similarly

|£(x90f)| < Ch\\0\\wi\\gi\w}
< Ch\\8'\\Lx.
Together these estimates now prove (6.3).
Next we shall prove (6.4). For this we adopt the ideas and notation of the proof of
Lemma 4 and set 9 = Ljik9jk<pJk
so that, in particular,

11*11^< Cmax\9jk\,
and so that for our special choice of test functions ipj, and in view of (6.1) and (6.2)
we have

Y9jkBn(%k^ji) = Bn(9,*,,) = ËixFfy) - QixqOtj,),
k

j = l,...,N,l=l,...,r-l.
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Recalling the estimates for the inverse of Bj = iB0i<pjk,t//;7)),
\\B-x\\lao « C(x,.A,)-\

and for the test functions ^y7,

IK/lk + llfylk< cxjhj,
it only remains to find the appropriate estimates for ÉixF\pj¡) and Qixq9^jl) in
terms of t/V
7 and xifi'ß.
First, since Qi) is bounded in Lx, we have

\Q(xq8^ß)\
< C\\9\\Lx
Y A|ll*y,lk(/i)
< ClWkU'Mk
1= 1

In order to estimate ËixF^j,) we have first
N

\E(xFtß)\< C\\F\\L^E AJIfylku, < C||F||LJ|^||tl,
1= 1

which completes the proof of (6.4) in the case k = r - 2. For k > r - 2, set \p = v/>7/,
and let tj be a piecewise constant interpolant of x\p. Then, as before,
N

\Ë(FV)\^ChJ\\F\\w^YhM\\L^,)
i=i
<CA>||F||^,£A,||x^||Lœ(/i)
i=i

< CA^IIFII^II^IU,.
Moreover, since Q is exact on Pk, we have for any pr g Pr (with P_t = {0})

\E(op,)\=

inf |£((o-/»)^)|<C
P^Pk-r

inf U»- p\\LJPr\\^
P^Pk-r

< CH^IkHjvIk,

O^j^k + 1-r,

and therefore
N

\Ê(F(xif>
- t)))| < Ch>\\F\\wL*
Y A,IW- nlkw
i=i

0 </ < k + 1 - r,

so that, by the approximation properties of the interpolant,
N

\EiFix* - tj))|< CA>+1||F||^E *ill(**)1k(/()
i=i

< cfc>+1n^n^(ll**1k
+ \W\lJAltogether the above estimates prove (6.4) and thereby the theorem.
Note that with k = 2r - 3 in the local quadrature scheme, the Oihr) convergence

of Theorem 4 is preserved in the computational scheme (6.2), and if k > 2r - 3, the
quadrature error is at most Oihr+x) and thus dominated by the error in the exact
solution of (6.1).
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7. Numerical Results. Several test problems have been run using our above
methods with piecewise linear approximating functions on uniform partitions. These
all show the same qualitative and quantitative behavior.
For the stationary problem, with b = 2, (<p¡)o~x the basis of Sh defined by
tp,-(xy)= Sjj, and Uj = uhix¡), the symmetric discrete variational problem (2.2)
reduces to the difference scheme

3(^0-

If-,

Ui)+ {x2q<Pn,<Po)U0+(xfyp^tprOt/, = (x2/, <p0),

f«S±L^i\.-

!"■-"-'

+ T E {x2q<pk,<Pl)Uk
= Ux2f,<p,)
h kt —i-\

fori=l,...,N-l,

uN= o,
where x2+1/2
-1/2 = -fe(5xf + 2x,x, +1 + 5x2+1). Similarly, the nonsymmetric method
takes the form
U0-

Ux + (x»7<p0,<p0)i70+ (xq<px, fp0)Ul = (xf, <p0),

v UI+ X-2U,+

UI_X

-*i-75-2-¿A-

Ul+ X - U,_x

= \ixf,yl),

1

'+1

Ä ^

ixWk><Pi)Uk

i = l,...,N-l,

and, for instance, using Simpson's rule for the local quadratures with x, +1/2 =
ix, + xi+1)/2,qi+l/2 = qix, + x/2), and fi+x/2= fixi+x/2),
h
Uo

Up + Ux _h

"I + 3Xl/2Íl/2

Ui+l-2Ui+Ui_1

2

~~ 3 Xl/2/l/2'

t/m-^-x

A2

2A

+ J¡{xt-l/l9l-l/¿/l-l

+ (*l-l/2«/-l/2

+ 2*i4, + *, +1/2^1+ 1/2)^
+ Xi +1/2^1 +1/2^+1

= 3 (*l-l/2./f-l/2

+ **/* + Xi+1/2/+1/2)

f0ri'=

1.....JV-

)

1,

UN= 0.
In our first example we present some numbers relating to the problem
-«"-u'

2
x

+ 4u = -4

in I,

«'(0) = «(1) = 0,
the exact solution of which is u = sinh2x/(x sinh2) - 1. The tables below show the
distributions of the errors over the interval for our two methods, using N = 10 and
Simpson's rule (which is in fact exact for the nonsymmetric method in this case).
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Nonsymmetric method

The symmetric method

|e(x)|

\eix)\

0,004978
0,003170
0,002414
0,001958
0,001628
0,001358
0,001114

0,0
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9

365

0,0
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9

0,000873
0,000618
0,000333

0,000375
0,000373
0,000368
0,000359
0,000344
0,000323
0,000292
0,000249
0,000190
0,000109

Our next table concerns

-M

-u'
x

+ il-x2)u

1 -2x2

+ xA,

w'(0) = m(1) = 0,

with the exact solution u = 1 - x2. It shows maximum mesh points errors for some
different values of N and using the trapezoidal rule, the midpoint rule, and
Simpson's rule for the quadrature. As predicted by the theory all these schemes
preserve the 0(A2) rate of convergence of the exact solution. The results indicate
that since the errors in the nonsymmetric method are quite small, it is worthwhile to
use the more accurate Simpson's rule.
Symmetric
trapez.

7V= 5
N = 10
N = 20
N = 40

0,078773
0,024214
0,007193
0,002064

midpoint

Simpson

0,098332
0,030415
0,009048
0,002577

0,039826
0,012256
0,003635
0,001023

0,039821
0,012257
0,003637
0,001022

midpoint

Simpson

exact

0,020919
0,005257
0,001324
0,000301

0,000729
0,000178
0,000047
0,000009

0,000721
0,000181
0,000053

exact

Nonsymmetric

trapez.

N=
N=
N=
N=

5
10
20
40

0,040000
0,009997
0,002495
0,000621

0,000009
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Finally, our above semidiscrete methods (using Simpson's rule for the quadrature)
were applied to the time-dependent problem

2 ,
sinh2x
, ,
+ iu = —T-r-z - 4e + 3,
x
x sinh 2

u, - u-u

'

«'(0,0 = "(1.0 = "(x,0) = 0,

x g / ; > 0,

t > 0,

with exact solution u = (e' — 1) • sinh2x/(xsinh2)
- e' + 1. For the discretization
in time the Crank-Nicolson scheme was used with Ai = 1/500.
The first tables show the distribution of the errors over the interval for the two

methods at t = 1 with N = 10.
Nonsymmetric

Symmetric

\eix)\

\eix)\

0,0
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9

0,008470
0,005368
0,004080
0,003311
0,002759
0,002311
0,001905
0,001503
0,001071
0,000581

0,0
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4

0,5
0,6

0,7
0,8
0,9

0,000713
0,000707
0,000699
0,000682
0,000656
0,000618
0,000560
0,000479
0,000366
0,000211

Our final table shows the maximum mesh point errors at t

1 for various choices

of N.
Symmetric

N= 5
N = 10
7V= 20

N = 40

0,027922
0,008469
0,002486
0,000713

Nonsymmetric

0,002902
0,000713
0,000177
0,000044
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